
Science Journalism: Fact-Checking Deliverable 

Fact Report on “Water on Mars: Discovery of Three Buried Lakes Intrigues 

Scientists” by Jonathan O’Callaghan in Nature Magazine 

O’Callaghan writes that the discovery of a large saltwater lake under ice on Mars’ south pole was 

first reported in Nature Astronomy (Sept 28, 2018) in an article titled “Multiple subglacial water 

bodies below the south pole of Mars unveiled by new MARSIS data.”  

● Original study can be found here: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1200-6  

● “The latest study used a broader data set comprising 134 observations from between 

2012 and 2019.” (O’Callaghan) 

○ Slight difference in starting dates. “The analysis presented in this work was 

performed on the data acquired in 134 radar profiles during multiple campaigns 

over Ultimi Scopuli from 2010 to 2019.” (Nature Astronomy) 

● “MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding) sends out 

radio waves that bounce off layers of material in the planet’s surface and subsurface.” 

(O’Callaghan) 

○ This is an accurate description of this probe. See this abstract: 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0032063314002153  

● “... scientists have long thought that there could be water trapped under Mars’s surface, 

perhaps a remnant of when the planet once had seas and lakes billions of years 

ago.”(O’Callaghan) 

○ This claim is supported by recent modeling. See this article: 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/salty-water-under-surface-mars

-could-have-enough-o2-life-180970616/ 

● “On Earth, life is able to survive in subglacial lakes in places such as Antarctica.” 

(O’Callaghan) 

○ This claim is supported. See this article: 

https://www.nature.com/news/lakes-under-the-ice-antarctica-s-secret-garden-1.

15729  

● The institutional accreditations of all scientists involved are correct. However, it may be 

worth reaching out to the scientists who are depicted as being skeptical of this discovery 

(including Mike Sori, John Priscu, and Jack Holt) to see if they still believe that the 

thermal sources on Mars are insufficient to support liquid water now that they have had 

time to process these new findings. 

○ In particular, John Priscu. An environmental scientist/microbiologist who 

studies Antarctica, Priscu has said that the amount of salt required to keep the 
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water on Mars liquid would close off the possibility of life in that water. However, 

he has found tens of thousands of bacteria in samples from extremely hostile and 

salty bodies of water below Antarctica.  

○ Priscu was quoted as a naysayer in at least a dozen articles on these new findings 

about Mars, so it might be worthwhile to get his most recent opinion.  


